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QUESTION 1

Examine the output of the `diagnose sys session list expectation\\' command shown in the exhibit; than answer the
question below. 

Which statement is true regarding the session in the exhibit? 

A. It was created by the FortiGate kernel to allow push updates from FotiGuard. 

B. It is for management traffic terminating at the FortiGate. 

C. It is for traffic originated from the FortiGate. 

D. It was created by a session helper or ALG. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a diagnose command, and the answer the question below. 
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Which statements are true regarding the Weight value? 

A. Its initial value is calculated based on the round trip delay (RTT). 

B. Its initial value is statically set to 10. 

C. Its value is incremented with each packet lost. 

D. It determines which FortiGuard server is used for license validation. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the following traffic log; then answer the question below. 

date-20xx-02-01 time=19:52:01 devname=master device_id="xxxxxxx" log_id=0100020007 type=event subtype=system
pri critical vd=root service=kemel status=failure msg="NAT port is exhausted." What does the log mean? 

A. There is not enough available memory in the system to create a new entry in the NAT port table. 

B. The limit for the maximum number of simultaneous sessions sharing the same NAT port has been reached. 

C. FortiGate does not have any available NAT port for a new connection. 

D. The limit for the maximum number of entries in the NAT port table has been reached. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements are true regarding the SIP session helper and the SIP application layer gateway
(ALG)? (Choose three.) 
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A. SIP session helper runs in the kernel; SIP ALG runs as a user space process. 

B. SIP ALG supports SIP HA failover; SIP helper does not. 

C. SIP ALG supports SIP over IPv6; SIP helper does not. 

D. SIP ALG can create expected sessions for media traffic; SIP helper does not. 

E. SIP helper supports SIP over TCP and UDP; SIP ALG supports only SIP over UDP. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the partial output from the IKE real time debug shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 
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Why didn\\'t the tunnel come up? 

A. IKE mode configuration is not enabled in the remote IPsec gateway. 

B. The remote gateway\\'s Phase-2 configuration does not match the local gateway\\'s phase- 2 configuration. 

C. The remote gateway\\'s Phase-1 configuration does not match the local gateway\\'s phase- 1 configuration. 

D. One IPsec gateway is using main mode, while the other IPsec gateway is using aggressive mode. 

Correct Answer: B 
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